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 volts but without any voltage from power supply and any result... Best Regards, Pat Update: I just installed one of these sound
cards and there was no audible difference from the Intel HDA. Maybe the integrated sound is louder in your case. Sound Cards
are generally another way of covering the entire alsa/dummy/libsndfile/libmad/pulse/etc audio stack. Sometimes it helps to get

past the virtual drivers. I have a Xonar/Audigy sound card that isn't supported by VirtualDJ and yet it is supported by sound
server (and the old EsounD and ubuntu tools). I had a similar issue and found that if I manually edited the default sink devices in

the sound settings that they changed to the second card. Open Sound Preferences, select the Pc speaker card in the list and
change the sink settings for "default". The sounds coming out of the second card are now mixed together. I installed my 2nd
soundcard to my new System where I was previously having only one soundcard. I thought I knew the way things worked but

found out that I really did not know a whole lot. I have a fully working system and it really doesn't affect anything other than the
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mixer and Sound Preferences. I don't see why the sound card is needed in most cases, I got a Quad Core and no such cards. I am
sure a lot of people will give their personal opinion and way of doing things but I would be interested in any feedback that would
help me in my daily activities. I am running Ubuntu 12.04 with the latest updates and haven't had any stability issues since 12.04
was released. I was having this problem until yesterday when I upgraded. Now I am having the problem where my audio is being
extremely laggy when I start or stop playing videos. Audio is still working fine though. I'm running Ubuntu 12.04 on my laptop,
and can't get my headphone audio to work. In alsamixer, there is no option for headphones, only speaker. I've tried installing a

driver and uninstalling, but have had no success. Any ideas? Same problem here. I tried with a different headphones but also not
working. Only the speakers are working. How to fix this problem? I've been trying to get the newest version of VirtualDJ to

work on Ubuntu 12.10 for 82157476af
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